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Kripke, Pierre and Constantinescu

Difficult problems sometimes attract desperate solutions. Cristian Constantinescu’s proposed solution (Reasoner 1 (4) 2007: 8-9) to Kripke’s puzzle about Pierre is one such. Frenchman Pierre, on the evidence of magazine pictures of London that he and his Parisian friends peruse, asserts “Londres est jolie”. After moving to Brixton, a particularly unlovely part of London (I’m enriching Kripke’s story thanks to some local knowledge) and picking up English from the monolingual English, Pierre, who never travels out of Brixton except to equally ugly adjoining parts of town such as Stockwell and Tulse Hill, announces “London is not pretty”. Pierre, of course, does not know that London and Londres are one and the same town. Pierre, so we are told, is a rational person and a good logician. He is not prone to assenting to contradictions. Yet, since “Londres est jolie” is a translation of ‘London is pretty’, it seems as if he has done just that and hence believes both that London is pretty and that it is not! What’s more, you, a subscriber to The Reasoner no less, are now finding yourself sucked in to assenting to a contradiction: that Pierre believes London to be pretty and that he does not believe that.
Constantinescu’s solution is that ‘London’ is not here the correct translation of ‘Londres’. He doesn’t tell us what he takes the correct translation to be. In fairness to Constantinescu, his claim is only that the correct translation of ‘Londres’ in Pierre’s idiolect is not ‘London’. So Constantinescu is denying that ‘London’ and ‘Londres’ mean the same to Pierre — in Fregean terms, Pierre is attaching different Sinne to the two words. This suggestion, however, seems unsatisfactory because, as Kripke insists, Pierre is an ordinary native speaker of French and he becomes a competent speaker of English; he does not use words of either language idiosyncratically.
The reason that Constantinescu offers for supposing that it is wrong to translate Pierre’s ‘Londres’ as ‘London’ is that there are cases (he cites two) where the translation would be unhappy. The second case simply replicates (without solving) Kripke’s original problem. The first case is one in which Pierre somehow comes to learn that the names ‘Londres’ and ‘London’ in fact denote the same city. Pierre reports this discovery in French: “Incroyable! Après tout, Londres est London”. Constantinescu claims that Kripkean principles of translation would enjoin us to translate that as “Unbelievable! After all, London is London”, but rendering it like that, Constantinescu says, “would have Pierre foolishly rejoicing in the discovery of a trivial a priori identity statement — which is clearly not what his French utterance reports” (2007:8). However, pretty clearly, Pierre’s French utterance, properly transcribed, is quotational, viz. “Après tout, <ce que j’appelais> ‘Londres’ est London” and that would translate unproblematically, since the material within the quotation marks would remain untouched. If you want to insist that the utterance is non-quotational, then you would have to decide how to translate both the ‘Londres’ and the ‘London’. A good rendering would be “After all, London is Londres”.
Imagine that Pierre had had the good sense to bring his ‘Londres’ pictures with him to England. Let us suppose that he has them spread out on the filthy table in his Brixton bedsit and is wistfully contrasting the scenes they depict with the depressing view from his window. As his gaze wanders back and forth, he is acquiring a mass of perceptual beliefs, but we should not want to say that there is anything contradictory about his perception. The contradiction that we have attributed to him occurs only when he opens his big mouth.
I have suggested, in the penultimate paragraph, that the utterance (“Incroyable!....”) that  Constantinescu attributes to Pierre is shorthand for a different utterance involving a quotation of the word ‘Londres’. Another way of putting this is that, if you pressed Pierre to spell out what he meant (what he really believes), he would come up with (something like) the longer utterance I mentioned, and this translates unproblematically into English. Exactly the same point can be made about the original Kripke example in which Pierre, after living in Brixton for some time, but not knowing that ‘Londres’ and ‘London’ are co-designative, says “London is not pretty”. If you asked Pierre what he meant by that, what he really believes, one possibility is that he would spell it out at greater length, e.g. “On the evidence of the neighborhoods I’ve seen, London is not pretty”. That does not contradict any opinion he voiced while living in France. On the other hand, suppose that, even though we pointed out to him that the parts of London he had seen while in England might be unrepresentative, Pierre insisted that what he meant was just: London is not pretty. Now, if such were the case then we would be right to convict Pierre of irrationality. He might be a good deductive logician, but, when it comes to induction and probability, he is just merde.
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